“The Webitat has provided
an innovative and dependable
solution suitable for our local
climate. The robust design
provides ideal conditions for
bacteria to thrive and adhere
without fear of washout,
across a wide range of
temperature variability.”
Steve Schuller
Professional Engineer

Snohomish, WA

Overcoming Wet Weather Challenges
Webitat Successfully Retrofits a Submerged Fixed Film System
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or more than three decades,
the city of Snohomish, Washington has utilized treatment
lagoons to provide cost-effective
wastewater treatment for the
community. Unfortunately, in
recent years, population growth
and more stringent environmental requirements have made an
upgrade necessary.
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lagoons saw 760 daily limit violations and 18 monthly average
limit violations. The plant showed
great
difficulty
maintaining
consistent nitrification, despite
implementing a bio-augmentation program, which added
nitrifying bacteria added to the
influent stream. The program was
partially successful, but resulted
in a “nitrite lock”, affecting the
disinfection system. A more
effective solution was
clearly needed.
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a new permit, enforced
by Washington DOE, went into
effect, and August 2010, the
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nohomish opted to install
18 Webitat modules. This
solution improved nitrification

and enhanced removal of BOD,
addressing every single issue
that the system faced. Designed
as a warm weather system, it
runs in energy saving mode
during the winter, aerating only
half the modules. An unexpected
benefit to the BioWeb solution is
that, even at fifty percent capacity, the plant has seen impressive
winter performance.

Location
Snohomish, WA

Project
Wastewater Retrofit

Start-up Date
2012

Hydraulic Capacity
2.8 Million GPD

Technology Applied
Webitat™ featuring BioWeb™

Technological Description
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IFAS blends the process flexibility and
advanced treatment benefits of activated
Parameter Influent Effluent
sludge with the inherent stability and
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growth media to a suspended growth
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reactor provides additional stabilized
biomass
for
increased
treatment
without increasing the clarifier solids loading. Media can be added to either
aerobic and anoxic zones for kinetic optimization resulting in less tankage.
BioWeb is a patented fabric developed in 1996 designed to maximize
biomass growth comprised of high strength polyester filaments. It
is designed to foster the growth of a healthy and thinly distributed
biofilm, one of the most important aspects of an effective IFAS system.
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